A National Webinar held today on ‘Science and Technology: History, Development and Its Impact on Society’, jointly organized by the Department of Sociology, Jorhat College and the Department of Sociology, Jorhat Kendriya Mahavidyalaya as an activity of collaboration of these two departments. The event is organized in collaboration with the LISPA, Assam.

After the welcome address delivered by Dr. Rajen Borah, HoD, Sociology, Jorhat Kendriya Mahavidyalaya, Dr. Minindra Kr. Kedari, HoD, Jorhat Kendriya Mahavidyalaya, the event was inaugurated.

Prof. Atul Ch. Mahanta, HoD, Physics, Jorhat Kendriya Mahavidyalaya, gave an illuminating talk on the recent academic topic. He presented an in-depth academic lecture on long time about one hour.

Mrs. Swapnajyoti Borah, Coordinator of the event, and Dr. Manjitha K, directed the event. J. C. Ic, Shyam, moderated the event, whereas Mridulini Baroocha, HoD, Jorhat College, and Co-ordinator, has the overall role of linking the inaugural event, resource person, faculty members of both the departments, and to the participants (about 500 participants had participated).
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)

BY AND BETWEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY,
JORHAT COLLEGE (AMALGAMATED), JORHAT
M.G. ROAD, JORHAT-1, ASSAM,
Affiliated to Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh, Assam
And
THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY,
JORHAT KENDRIYA MAHAVIDYALAYA, KENDUGURI
JORHAT-10, ASSAM,
Affiliated to Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh, Assam

OBJECTIVES:

It is expected to benefit largely the students and faculty members of both the Departments through this MOU.

TERMS:

(I) The two departments will exchange the faculty members to teach in some particular areas.
(II) The two departments will exchange the students.
(III) The two departments will organize talk/lecture programmes.
(IV) Students of both the departments will participate in the students’ seminars to be organized by both the departments.
(V) The departments will share the study materials
(VI) The two departments will publish students’ journals with the write ups of the students of both the departments.
(VII) The two departments will try to involve each other jointly in field-based studies.

Through this MOU, the two departments will try to make their goal success.
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